
GROUP CHECK-IN:  

Part of the rhythms of us as a group is to move beyond just learning but moving 
through life together. This space to start is a great way to begin to move into 
sharing rhythms together, trusting and being faithful with the relationships 
entrusted to us.  

Ask this question: “What or who is making you feel hopeful or joyful this week? 
What’s one area we can pray over, perhaps where hope feels lacking?” 

Give space for everyone to answer, stopping to pray for one another as the Holy 
Spirit leads. 

MESSAGE TAKEAWAYS: 
“GOD’S WRATH REQUIRED SOMETHING OF US THAT GOD’S LOVE 

PROVIDED FOR US IN JESUS.” 

SUNDAY TEACHING RECAP:  

Our new series will tackle a few important theological questions about Jesus. 
Pastor Brannon walked us through the doctrine of atonement. 

CONVERSATION QUESTIONS: 

• Take some time to read Romans 3:21-26. What stands out to you when you read 
this, whether from Sunday’s message or from the scripture reading? 

• Pastor Brannon pressed into the reality that the doctrine of atonement reminds 
us of our real home. How have you wrestled through this reality in your own 
heart and life? As needed, read Philippians 3:20-21 and John 14:1-3. 
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FINAL THOUGHTS: 

As we continue to grow together as learners, our knowledge of Jesus must be rooted in a 
relationship with Jesus that blossoms into worship of Jesus. Our job as the church is to 
make much of Jesus in a world that doesn’t know him. 

Next Steps (INDIVIDUAL): We must all decide what this truth means for us 
individually. Make space to reflect on these questions: 

• Have you confessed that you have a sin problem? 
• Have you accepted Christ as a complete sacrifice for your sins? 
• Have you committed to following Him? 
• Does the cross matter to you? 

Next Steps (COMMUNITY): Pastor Brannon reminded us that the doctrine of 
atonement shows that salvation is available to anyone. How has your 
community lived out this reality? Do you posture your hearts to proclaim the 
salvation only found in Jesus? As needed, take time to pray for the Holy Spirit to 
lead and to repent of any areas or actions where you have not postured your 
hearts as partners in the ministry of reconciliation (2 Corinthians 5:18).


